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(frIransport of catt{e or sheep is 6etter regu{atea than the movements of
vu{nera6{e peop{e 6etween one overcrowaeajai{ ana the ne~t.l
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Introduction

"What happens behind closed prison doors reflects on those outside. Prison staff... are
charged with the duty to hold prisoners safely and securely and to treat them with humanity
and respect.,,2 How like this is to some words written over a century before it by a more
public and well known personality? "The mode and temper of the public will regarding the
treatment of criminals is one of the most unfailing tests of the civilisation of any Country.,,3
The meaning and intent is clear, as is the obligation on us as a society. This notwithstanding
United Nations obligations 4 •
I suggest all involved in the decision to transport Mr Ward and his subsequent death are
Australian citizens? Given that, and further accepting that we are all mightily proud of our
nation and its achievements as a liberal democracy in over a century of free and liberal
government, it is my proposition that we are all party to this death of Elder Ward. Some by
direct involvement in the incident, and some by simple apathy.
Why so pointed, why so negative? Some 70+% of our nation is torrid desert, and a person in
custody has been killed by heatstroke! But an even greater irony is that Elder Ward was a
desert country man in his own country.
Clearly, those charged with a duty of care to the incarcerated know not their nation in all its
elements and climatic realities. No other conclusion is possible other than complete
community culpability for permitting these people in the employ of the government.

Terms of Reference

The following terms of reference have been issued:

"Dying inside" Juliet Lyon , article published on guardian.co.uk at 18.30 SST on Friday 21 Septem ber 2007.
Retreived 8 Apr 2010 from http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2007/sep/21/dyinginside
2

ibid

3

Winston S. Churchill as cited in New York Times, 23 July 1908

4

Article 7 of the ICCPR provides that: "No-one shall be subjected to torture or cruel , inhumane or degrading
treatment or punishment." In addition to the prohibition against torture and cruel , inhumane treatment or
punishment, Article 10(1) of the ICCPR imposes further positive obligations directed to the rights of detained
persons. Article 10(1) provides: "All persons deprived of liberty shall be treated with humanity and with
respect for the inherant dignity of the human person." Cited in Coroniallnquest of Mr Justice Hope, dated 12
June 2009.
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The committee is to inquire into and report on: s
1.
progress in relation to the implementation of the Coroner's Findings in relation to the
death of Mr Ward;
2.

the feasibility of air transport or video conferencing instead of long haul vehicle
transport;

3.

the scope and efficacy ofgovernment action to reduce indigenous incarceration and
recidivism rates to prevent further indigenous deaths in custody;

4.

whether the Coroner's Act 1996 (WA) should be amended to require the government to
respond to coronial recommendations within a set time frame; and

5.

any other relevant matter.

Method
I am not in a position to comment on the implementation ofMr Hope's inquiry, I leave that for
government instrumentalities responsible for executive action. Further, J have no facilities to
conduct a cost/benefit analysis of air versus road transport, except to note here that air
transport is common in the USA. Further, that the availability of the www/internet almost
universally makes video communication no longer anything even special. Video conferencing
is not rocket science.
I am, however, the past research officer of the Deaths In Custody Watch Committee (DICWC)
for nearly a decade, until 2000. This experience, and my degree in Aboriginal Studies, taken
with my high (and I believe reciprocated) esteem of this nation's First Nations of this
continent equip me to overview this incident and make constructive and critical comment.
My submission focuses primarily on the last two items of the published Terms of Reference. I
accept the Coroner's report for what it is, and its recommendations, but I seek to enquire
further into this death by examining some aspects that appear both between the lines and
sometimes items that are not in the Coroner's report. I shall not specifically examine the
recommendations ofMr Justice Hope in his Inquest, but will conduct my examination of this
death in custody (DIC) issue, in the broad. Some of my purview may overlap Mr Hope's
recommendations, be that as it may. The examination of the Coroner's report taken together
with my experience of a lifetime of work with First Nation6 Australia, should give a different
perspective to many and if this broad approach does not address all observations, then I shall
"tidy up" by examination of some points as they come to mind.

Background
Personal.
I was born in a Nazi camp in 1944 and came to Australia in 1963. I am a
retired army officer of the Royal Australian Engineers with Vietnam service and
commissioned through the ranks in 1977 at the Land Warfare Centre - Canungra. Since
retirement in 1989; a graduate in Aboriginal Studies, past Research Officer for the "Deaths in
Custody Watch Committee (WA)" (DICWC), tutor in Aboriginal Studies at Curtin, Edith
5

Issued via Media Release from the office of Hon. Brian Ellis, MLC on 1 Apr 2010

6

Throughout this document I use the term First Nation to refer to the original inhabitants of th is continent.
chose to not use the term Aborigine due to its theological root, and neither willi use the term Indigenous as it
is by definition problematic in referring to a person who is born in Australia and this need not mean,
necessarily, a descendant of the original inhabitants.
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Cowan and Murdoch universities, and variously a consultant, observer of, and I would like to
think - friend of many First Nation Australians.

General.
Some years ago I recall making a recommendation from the Watch Committee
that in this State we implemented an office of an Inspector of Custodial Services (ICS),
nothing of itself novel, given that European (EU) nations have had this function for many
years. I recall visiting and discussing this proposition with a Democrat MLC at Parliament
House. Later I was to see an appropriate amendment to the Private Prisons Bill creating the
Office of the Inspector of Custodial Services.
Between the Floorboards
From my purview, it is apparent that this incident has impact across departments/portfolios
and it thus needs responses and/or actions across those domains. Identified thus far are:
Health
Justice (in the large)
Police
Planning and Infrastructure
This will emerge as the reader progresses through this document.

Examination
RCIADIC
The Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody (RCIADIC) was an excellent
investigation making 329 recommendations about reducing/mitigating further deaths in
custody. Many people familiar with this extensive document will willingly accept, were its
recommendations applied, that all deaths in custody regardless of indigineity or cultural
grouping would be mitigated had two actions been taken:
1.
2.

Honest productive efforts made by state administrations/jurisdictions to
implement those recommendations, and
The National government, had not in the early days of the Prime Minister
Howard eliminated the Royal Commission Monitoring Unit.

It is noteworthy, that the Royal Commission found it necessary to produce volumes unique to
Western Australia 7 • I suggest this is a message to all Western Australians and, indeed, our
National parliament should this State not come up to the scratch mark concerning these issues.
It is my opinion that Canberra should use its constitutional "race" power to impose solutions
on this jurisdiction. Elder Ward cries from his country, "Parliament, you have failed me and
my people."

Some might suggest that the recommendations of the RCIADIC are no longer
contemporaneous and thus useful. I suggest otherwise, the recommendations remain a useful
benchmark against which to judge/analyse/comment upon this and any death in custody.

7

Seen at: http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/other/lndigLRes/rciadiclregional/wa underlying/1.html examined on 11
May 2010.
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Apart from recommendations of the RCIADIC applicable to this incident, one might also
consider adding to this list of recommendations, additional recommendations from at least
two other sources:
a.
b.

Coronial inquiry, and
reports from the Inspector of Custodial Services (lCS).

Action taken as a result of the RCIADIC recommendations was the purview of the Royal
Commission Monitoring Unit at the national level, and no such body existed or exists at the
state level. It is my proposition that within any jurisdiction, any function that results in
recommendations without implementation, that is without executive response and action, and
without an adequate audit oversight, might even be labelled unproductive and expensive
lubricant on a squeaky wheel and is valueless. We are either serious about the audit function
associated with our acts, regulations, recommendations of salaried professionals and
activities, or we might as well live in a totalitarian state.
It is my proposition that executive action as an outcome of many juridical 8
recommendations are often never taken seriously and any recommendations made by either
the ICS (in two reports on transport over eight years) or the State Coroner (almost too many
to note) are known to have been ignored. Further, my cynical purview is that many
recommendations for the bench are often; ignored, wished away, or appear to be even
treated with contempt Without detailed research and more easily available electronic copies
of the Coroner's investigations it is difficult to gain access to his unimplemented
recommendations. The ICS however makes his enquiries available to the public on his
website, and one particular recommendation of impact to this incident may be seen at page
88 of his 2007 Report 43:
The Department of Transport, now the Department of Planning and Infrastructure (DPI), reviewed
its licensing policy, and in December 2004 a determination was made that an 'F' Endorsement, for
driving buses and small charter vehicles for hire and reward purposes, was required for all AIMS
transport drivers, that is, a medical endorsement is a requirement for this license. AIMS Staff were
notified in March 2006 and licensing progressed towards a cut-off in September 2006. 9

I believe this ICS recommendation remains unimplemented.
Departmental Professionalism - Fitness to Purpose
Over a decade ago I travelled to Sydney to participate in a forum on law and juridical
activity at the Sydney University just after the "super ministry" (of Justice) was created by
then Attorney General, Hon. Peter Foss, QC. I was keen to hear his discourse on his
enlarged ministry. The State's Attorney gave his power point presentation to the assembly
of mostly legal personalities and fortunately I got to ask the first question:

8

9

From : juridical. (n .d.). Merriam-Webster's Dictionary of Law. Retrieved May 12, 2010, from Dictionary.com
website: http://dictionary. reference. com/browse/j urid ical
"1 : of or relating to the administration of justice or the office of a judge juridical question regarding trial. 2: of or
relating to law or jurisprudence: LEGAL juridical opinions can we discover any overriding rule -Brown v.
Superior Court of Sacramento County, 655 Pacific Reporter, Second Series 1260 (1982)"
Inspector of Custodial Services report on Prisoner Transport 2007. p. 88. See later in this document for a
recommendation in support of an amplifying this recommendation, page 8.
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"Minister, now that you manage an all encompassing Ministry, I would be keen to know some
detail of the professional qualifications of your staff. Can you advise us from within this enlarged
Ministry, no doubt with many qualified LLB, how many of your officers have graduate
qualifications in the disciplines of either criminology and/or penologiO?"

I was told that should he need advice on these issues, he had the Department of Criminology
at UWA available to him. From that response, I took it that his Ministry had no staff with
either qualification/discipline within his Super Ministry.
I am still keen to know, some many years down the track, an answer to that same question
of the present Attorney General, ie. In the graduate qualifications of penology and of
criminology, how many people with those qualifications are employed against established
salaried positions under the direct supervision and management of the Attorney General of
Western Australia?
I further believe that in other "cousin!!" jurisdictions, the manager/officer controlling a
penal institution is often required to be professionally qualified in the discipline of
penology. I understand no such requirement exists within this State.

JudiciallMagistracy
It might be argued that Coroner Hope's recommendations three through eight (3-8) come
under a broad remit of the Attorney General and Mr Hope groups these as 'Bail Issues.' As a
person involved in deaths in custody issues across decades I must admit to some
disappointment that the Coroner saw a need to focus these issues, yet clearly he did.
My experience in the 1990s took me to numbers of gatherings/conferences where
determined efforts were made by the legal establishment in an attempt to brief itself on First
Nation Australia and issues associated with the RCIADIe. A student of my wife when she
lectured on Aboriginal Health at Curtin University became a close family friend,. The
student eventually became the Director of the Ngangganawili Health Service ofWiluna!2. I
clearly recall attending conferences with her at both Murdoch and Curtin Universities in the
1990s where she gave presentations to; Ministers (of the Crown) past and then present,
judges, magistrates, and Justices of the Peace (JP).
An overview of some of these conferences 13 is available. My point is; what has happened in
the ensuing years? Have we ceased the in-service education of our judicial and legal
officers? It is more than disappointing that the JP in this case appears to have been;
ignorant, uneducated, or incompetent, or all three, due in no small part by a systemic failure
by the Attorney General's legal alleged "system"? Certainly, First Nation health has not
markedly improved, neither has the rate of incarceration of Australia's first peoples, this
must indicate that the efforts of the 1990s should be ongoing, even increased and improved?
10 penology. (n.d .). Dictionary.com Unabridged. Retrieved May 12, 2010, from Dictionary.com website:
http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/penology
"the study of the punishment of crime, in both its deterrent and its reformatory aspects. 2. the study of the
management of prisons."
11 UK and Canada?
12 The person has since passed away and out of custom and respect I shall refer to her only as the Wiluna
Director.
13 "OVERVIEW REPORT ON THE NATIONAL ABORIGINAL CULTURAL AWARENESS PROGRAM 1993-2000
CONDUCTED BY THE AUSTRALIAN INSTITUTE OF JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION, " Prepared by John
Williams-Mozley dated 30 Aug 1999 sourced from http://www.aija.org.au/on 11 Apr 2010 .
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It appears that we've dropped the ball...

Vehicular and Transport Issues - Fitness to Purpose
The issues of this unnecessary death as reflected in Mr Hope's inquiry, weave themselves in
and around vehicular issues. There is much discussion about "air conditioning" or lack of
this facility and the status of the equipment fitted to these modified Mazda vans. There are
many particularities examined, but strangely, no professional overview.
I do not pretend to be an automotive engineer, but I am experienced, in one of my army
lives, in the procurement of vehicles, from domestic trailers to the Leopard tank. This
experience obliges me to ask questions of the inquiry into this vehicular incident, that
perhaps Mr Hope was not equipped to ask.
That this was in large part a vehicular incident is beyond question. Why then was a
graduate professional automotive engineer not called to give analysis and evidence? In
examining this vehicle; its design, operation, serviceability, reliability, fitness to purpose and
most importantly - maintenance - there is a need to put data into a new framework. A
framework that is logical and organised according to academic discipline, not just focussing
on particularities such as "air conditioning" if lessons are to be learned. Lessons that might
influence detailed engineering specifications for any future fleet and its in-service
management.
Mr Hope's failure to call an automotive engineer to his inquiry is in my opinion a significant
flaw in this document under examination.

I have already observed that most of our nation, most of Western Australia, is a torrid desert.
Air conditioning, of itself is only a part of a whole that is environmental management. Thjs
would probably include vehicular requirements for; insulation, dissipation of heat in a failsafe situation, alternate power, poisonous gas exclusion and monitoring, temperature
monitoring, and programmed maintenance. 14
Australian Design Rules l5 (ADR) are "national standards for vehicle safety, anti-theft and
emission control etc. The standards apply to vehicles newly manufactured in Australia or
imported as new or second hand vehicles, and supplied to the Australian market." These
mandated standards for motor vehicle construction are neither addressed nor even
mentioned in the Inquest. Standards for Major Body Modifications to Light Vehicles are
available from Department of Planning and Infrastructure (DPI) for scrutiny. 16
All vehicles that are legally registered/licensed to operate on public roads in Australia, and
in this particular case in Western Australia must either:

14 This is maintenance of the environmental package as distinct from the cab/chassis vehicle. I suggest the
vehicle will normally be maintained on a driven kilometre basis, whereas due to its operation in a stopped,
parked, or waiting situation , the environmental control package will need servicing on a lapsed time or hours
basis.
15 See: http://www.infrastructure.gov.au/roads/motor/design/adr_online.aspx
16 An example is at: http://www.dpi.wa.gov.au/mediaFiles/lic_CI-106A.pdf
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a.
b.

comply with appropriate ADR, or
be granted a variation to the ADR requirements based on professional
engineering consultation and approved documents and receive certification
from DPr as indicated in footnote 16.

Thus some responsibility must rest with DPr for setting a standard of build that remains on
the road without routine inspection over their pits, and the Police Service for an apparent
lack of random examination and inspection when in use on the road.
It deserves emphasis that the incarcerated/arrested are likely to be transported in such
vehicles owned or contracted to both Corrective Services and the Police Service, and deaths
have occurred from vehicles owned, operated or contracted by both instrumentalities.

The Inquest called no officer from DPI to give evidence.
There are issues with these "special" vehicles for their licensing/registration, be they
government or privately owned and operated and the 2007 rcs gives this issue good
coverage, the underlining emphasis is mine:
The Office is familiar with vehicles built by SVM for Queensland Corrections which appear
to be the most sophisticated. safe and secure prisoner transport vehicles in the nation,
although the incorporation of toilets into a design will be challenging. The safety features
included dual-cab designs, engine fire retardant ports, secondary diesel motors to power airconditioning systems, and the elimination of rear pods and their replacement with an easyload prisoner property bin compartment. Some ofthese safety features, however, are outside
the specifications being considered for Western Australia. 17

It is most regrettable that the Coroner chose to not interview the specification writer for
these Queensland vehicles, who may well have been a graduate Automotive or Mechanical
Engineer?

Concluding this issue, it is emphasised that not only must there be a build standard that is
appropriate l8 , but also an inspection regimen that ensures that at all times the vehicle is
maintained in a condition that is not just mechanically reliable, but adequate to purpose in
the transport of prisoners/inmates in our demanding Australian environment.

Other Issues
Medical Care
r watched, as did many I'm sure, the ABC 4 Corners special covering this incident. In that
special I observed the final few minutes of the life of elder Ward as the Mazda approached
Kalgoorlie Hospital and the patient was "unloaded" into the Casualty/emergency department
(ED). I watched the programme with my wife, a Registered Nurse of over 30 years
experience across Australia in a number of States and Territories. My wife is a hospital
trained nurse with two graduate degrees, studying for her PhD, and past lecturer in
Aboriginal Health at Curtin University. From her there was an eruption of anger and disgust
as the patient was seen to be "unloaded" into a wheelchair for movement from the vehicle to
17 Inspector of Custodial Services (ICS) Report 2007, p. 89.
18 See ANNEX A from the ICS at page 11
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the ED. On regaining her composure it was explained to me that this, in her opinion, was
not only improper procedure, but also might be a window on the racist treatment of First
Nation people at the facility. As I recall, my wife's PhD is focussed on structural racism in
government institutions.
I was advised that resuscitation cannot and should not be attempted on a person in a
wheelchair because the airway is compromised. For immediacy of resuscitation the sick or
injured person must be placed in a prone position such as on a trolley, or Gurney as they are
popularly labelled in the movies.
Should this ABC programme be true to the events on the ground, then this issue deserves
some scrutiny and appropriately qualified l9 Aboriginal Health Workers should facilitate this.

Recommendations
That:
1.

Within Three Years: That the office of the Inspector of Custodial Services
be restructured and restaffed under a new Bill/Act to create an office of
'Inspector of Juridical Activities' to encompass its existing remit and; all
existing inspection scrutiny and other activities and recommendations
made by specific offices 20 under the purview of any custodial and judicial
activity/recommendations within Western Australia. (Terms of Reference
(TOR): 4)

2.

Within 12 Months: The Attorney General structure his departments to
ensure that it is adequately staffed by persons with graduate qualifications
in the disciplines of penology and criminology. (TOR: 5)

3.

Within 12 Months: Air transport be seriously examined as the option for
the movement of prisoners across this, the largest desert in the nation,
Western Australia. (TOR: 2)

4.

Within 12 Months: That a tertiary institution be contracted to train
Justices of the Peace, and qualification at this institution be mandated
before appointment. (TOR: 1 and Coroner 5)

5.

Within 12 Months: A professional automotive engineer be
retained/employed with DPI to scrutinise the build quality of all
government "special" vehicles and the maintenance of those vehicles.
(TOR: 5)

6.

Within 12 Months: That any major health facility with a dependency of
First Nations be required to establish positions for the employment
graduate professional Aboriginal Health workers. 21 (TOR: 5)

19 Batchelor of Applied Science , Indigenous Community Health.
20 Such as Custodial Services inspection, the Bench in general, the State Coroner, parliamentary enquiries,
police ethical standards , Police lock-ups and watch houses and other offices deemed appropriate.
21 Typically, an Associate Degree or Degree in Applied Science , as has been produced for nearly two decades
from Curtin University. This is in addition to any requirement for the Section 50(d) demands of any position.
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7.

Within 12 Months: That all Corrections facilities also be required to
establish positions in their facilities for graduate professional Aboriginal
Health workers. 22 (TOR: 5)

8.

Within 24 Months: All Prison Officers and appropriate employees of
contractors, charged with the transport of prisoners/inmates in remote
localities undertake appropriate experiential training for survival in
desert and tropical environments23. (TOR 2, 3 & 5)

9.

Within 12 Months: Video conferencing be used from remote communities
to regional centres where appropriate courts sit. (TOE 2, 3 & 5)

10.

Within 12 Months: That all prisoner transport vehicles in this State,
Corrections and Police, be treated at least or better than buses or taxis for
their DPI inspection regimen. (TOE 5)

11.

Within 3 Months: That it be emphasised to the Police Service that they
are to examine the road-worthiness and appropriateness to passenger
transport of government vehicles in their random vehicle stoppages and
examinations. (TOE 5)

Conclusion
Should the committee or its members need me for interview or to present myself to the
Committee, I would be more than happy to oblige.
Finally, I thank members of the Parliament of Western Australia, and their staff, for this
opportunity to present some issues that as an Australian Veteran I see of great moment to my
Nation and my ethical self.

22 It is suggested that these activities (6 & 7) might be best over-viewed by a small committee from; the Perth
AMS , Curtin University, Mar Mooditj, and an appointee of Professor Fiona Stanley.
23 From ICS and in amplification of his recommendation, page 88 of his 2007 Report. See Page 4.
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Frontpage acknowledgement:
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ANNEXA
Inspector of Custodial Services Report - 2007 - Chapter 11
Recommendations 27 and 28
Recommendation 27.
That the following minimum standards be incorporated in vehicle design for all secure transport vehicles:
Seat belts to be fitted for all passengers.
Passenger seats to be preferably forward, or rear facing, never sideways.
All seats to be moulded, and/or cushioned.
Cells to have one way windows fitted to afford natural light and external views with privacy
from outside.
Seats and cells to have sufficient width and leg room to accommodate larger prisoners.
All cells to be safe-cell compliant.
All cells have hatches to enable food or other materials to be passed between staff and
persons in each cell and to enable handcuffs to be securely applied.
All cells to have a rescue exit in case of emergency.
Effective video and audio monitoring and communication systems between the cabin and
cells.
Robust climate control for staff and passengers, adjustable in each zone.
Good natural ventilation readily available when the climate control system is not
functioning.
A capacity to broadcast music, radio or essential information to passengers.
A cool store for staff and passenger meals and drinks.
Adequate storage for staff and passenger valuables, paperwork and other property.
Effective communication systems from the vehicle to its operating base.
Vehicle is able to be tracked via satellite in real time and an activity trace securely recorded.
Vehicle is fully configured and, at all loadings, certified as resistant to rollover.

Recommendation 28.
That long haul transport vehicles have the following additional standards:
Cells of sufficient height to allow passengers to stand when the vehicle is stopped or to
access the toilet.
At least one cell to allow extended leg room for injured and partly disabled passengers
(consider installation of a chair lift also).
Enclosed toilets accessible on request by all passengers.
Views of the horizon from a seated position.
A potable water supply.
Redundant power system for air-conditioning when vehicle is stationary.
Vehicle is sufficiently robust to operate at night without risk from livestock.
Dual cabs (for larger inter-prison transfer vehicles) to accommodate a third Officer.
Finally, at least two chairlifts should be installed in secure vehicles in the metropolitan area to meet the
needs of disabled or injured prisoners. There were three wheelchair bound prisoners known to Medical
Records in metropolitan prisons, and many more instances of disabled or injured prisoners coming into
the prisons each year, or sustaining injuries during their stay.
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